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As the CMOS technology scaling down to sub 0.1um region, the quantum effects become obvious. From quantum kinetics equation and Wigner distribution function, the quantum Boltzmann equation (QBE) is investigated [1-3]. Comparing to semi-classical Boltzmann equation (BTE), quantum potential [1,3] and collision broadening [1,4,5] are two the key QM effects in QBE that describe the quantum effect in real space and momentum space respectively. In this paper the QBE is solved using self-consistent ensemble full band Monte Carlo (MC) method [6], and the Si and Ge UTB MOSFET is simulated use this method. QBE can be solved using full band MC method with the same procedure as BTE including the quantum potential and collision broadening. In MC method, the quantum potential correction gives the additional driven force during the carriers’ free flight. The quantum potential is self-consistently calculated in every time steps just like Poisson’s potential. As for collision broadening, the selection the final energy after scattering occurred has to be changed according to the joint spectral function. An additional random number is used to select the final states energy according to the joint spectral function. The joint spectral function for each scattering process is calculated and stored in a table to save CPU time. The band structures of Si and Ge are obtained from empirical pseudopotential calculation including spin-orbit interactions [7]. Four conduction bands and three valence bands are used. The acoustic and optical phonon scattering, ionized impurity scattering, and impact ionization scattering are also considered [8,9]. The deformation potentials of Si and Ge used in the program are the same as in ref. [8,10]. A diffusive scattering model is used to implement the surface scattering effect. From fig.4 to fig.8 the quantum effects on the electron drift velocity, energy, the electron density, and the inversion layer charge are plotted. 2-D quantum effects can be found in these figures. Table 2 shows the structure parameter of Ge UTB MOSFETs. Fig.9 and fig.10 plot the simulation results of Ge device. The quantum effects in Ge device is weaker compare to Si device. Above results indicated that 2-D self consistent full band Monte Carlo method based on QBE can be used to investigate the 2-D quantum effects in sub-100nm semiconductor devices. This project is supported by the SFMSBRP (No. G2000036500). [1]H.Haug, A.-p.Jauho Quantum Kinetics in Transport and Optics of Semiconductors. Springer 1998. [2]W.Hansch The Drift Diffusion Equation and Its Applications in MOSFET Modeling. Springer 1991 [3]Hideaki Tsuchiya and Tanroku Miyoshi. IEICE TRANS.ELECTRON. VOL.E82-C (1999) p.880. [4]Antti-Pekka Jauho and Lino Reggiani. SSE Vol.31, No.3/4, pp.535-538, 1988 [5]Leonard F. Register and Karl Hess Microelectronic Engineering Vol.47, 1999 p353-355 [6]C. Jungemann, etc. IEICE Trans. Electron vol.e82-c. 1999, p.870 [7] J. R.Chelikowsky and Marvin L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. B 14, 556, 1976 [8]Carlo Jacoboni and Lino Reggiani, Review of Modern Physics, Vol.55, No.3, 1983. p645 [9]Phuong Hoa Nguyen, Karl R.Hofmann and Gernot Paasch, J.Appl.Phys. 94(1), 2003, p376 [10]F.M. Butler, et.al, IEEE Trans. Electron Devices Vol.50, No.2, 2003, p418
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